1997 dodge dakota 4x4

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Dodge Dakota , known as the Ram Dakota
for the final two years of production, is a mid-size pickup truck from Chrysler 's Ram formerly
Dodge Truck division. The first Dakota was introduced in late as a model. From its introduction
through , it was marketed under the Dodge brand. The Dakota is the first mid-size pickup with
an optional V8 engine. The Dodge Dakota was developed by Chrysler as a mid-sized pickup. To
keep investment low, many components were shared with existing Chrysler products and the
manufacturing plant was shared with the full-sized Dodge D and W Models. The N-body platform
was the result of operational efforts by Harold K. Sperlich, who was in charge of Chrysler's
product planning in the early s, in which Japanese-inspired compact pickups of the time lacked
the size and features necessary to meet the demands of American buyers. In the lates, Chrysler
was still recovering from its near-bankruptcy and resources were in short supply. Sperlich
challenged the N-Body team to search for all opportunities to reuse existing components to
create the Dakota. The resulting highly investment-efficient program enabled Chrysler to create
an all-new market segment at low cost. The first generation of the Dakota was produced from
through for the to model years. It was slightly updated for the model year. Inline-four and V6
engines were offered along with either a five-speed manual or three-speed automatic
transmission. Four-wheel drive was available only with the V6. Both 6. Fuel injection was added
to the 3. The Dakota was the first pickup truck with rack and pinion steering 2WD only, and early
years were available without power steering. In , EFI was added to the V6. Power windows and
locks were now optional. The sport package was added as a mid-year release. Exterior colors
came in black, bright white, and graphic red. Available in both 2WD and 4x4, the sport included:.
For , the Dakota convertible was introduced. It featured a fixed roll bar and a simple manual top.
Another addition that year was Carroll Shelby 's V8 -powered Shelby Dakota , his first
rear-wheel drive vehicle in two decades. An extended "club cab" model was added for , still with
two doors. This model allowed the Dakota to offer six-passengers, though the rear seat was
best suited for cargo, children, and shorter adults. By the end of , the standard square
sealed-beam glass headlamps were phased out for the aerodynamic-style molded plastic
headlamps attached to the grill components. It was equipped with halogen lights, making the
only model year for a unique front-end for the Dakota. Also debuting on models were six-bolt
wheels replacing the earlier five-bolt wheels. This was the last year for the Dakota convertible.
To fulfill the Dodge division's commitment to the American Sunroof Company which was
responsible for the modifications to these trucks , production of the convertible version was
extended into the model year. A total of eight were built in total. Unlike the previous years,
colors and options varied more than before. This version was not advertised and did not appear
in sales literature. The engines now had multiport electronic fuel injection EFI with Chrysler's
Power-train control module PCM by Chrysler was partially responsible for the improved
performance. The model year had a few minor changes, with the most notable being the
addition of a standard driver's-side airbag, located in a new, two-spoke design steering wheel
also found in the Ram. Other changes included the discontinuation of the "SE" and "LE" trims.

In following with the all-new Ram full-sized pickups, the top-end trim was renamed to "SLT",
with these models along with select others including new chrome finished, styled six-bolt steel
wheels styled similar to the five-bolt type found on the larger Ram. Other changes included
revisions to color and overall trim options. SRS airbags were also added for A CD player
became optional, as did a combination cassette player and CD player unit. Leather seats were
also available on LE models. New alloy wheels were available. For the final model year of the
first-generation, the base K-based 2. For , it was replaced by the 2. This was the only major
change for , and the AMC 2. Two special editions of the first were constructed with step-side
beds. Both were constructed by L. Industries of Edwardsburg, Michigan. The step-side beds
were constructed out of fiberglass and galvanneal. It featured the step-side bed and dual
vertical exhaust stacks behind the cab that were non-functional. The Dakota Warrior was made
to resemble the Warlock trucks of the late s. Warriors included the bed as the Dakota Express,
but lacked the vertical exhaust stacks. Production numbers for the Expresses and Warriors was
low, in the hundreds. The Dakota S was the base trim level. This model was not typically seen
as a club cab model, and also was not available with a V8 engine option like the other Dakota
models were. The sport was the mid-range trim level. Later, it also added chrome-clad steel
wheels, as well as a color-keyed front fascia and front grille, and sport decals that adorned the
doors and pickup bed sides of the Dakota. V6 and V8 engines were available on the sport
model. The sport convertible was the only convertible Dakota available and only until the early
s, when it was discontinued. The V6 engine and two-door regular cab was the only available
configuration of the sport convertible. The second-generation Dakota began development in ,
with an exterior design proposal by Dennis Myles under design director John R. Starr being
approved in mid and frozen for production in January , 30 months ahead of Job 1. The model
year Dakota was unveiled via press release in the summer of and built from July through July It
inherited the semi truck look of the larger Ram, but remained largely the same underneath
although steering was updated on 4 wheel drive models to rack and pinion as a part of the
re-design. Some of the last models made in came with the new stampede lower body cladding
package and a chromed version of the original cast 17x9 aluminum wheels at no extra charge.
Also in , the Dakota R1 was released for production in Brazil through the efforts of a small team
known as Truck Special Programs and featured a base four-cylinder engine and offered a 2.
Altogether, 28 roll-in-chassis R1 configurations were designed for the Brazil market to be built
at the Curitiba assembly facility as CKDs. This program was canceled when Chrysler was
purchased by Daimler. Gone for was the 8-foot bed on the regular cab, but new for this year was
the Quad Cab. Four-door Quad Cab models had a slightly shorter bed, The Quad Cab featured a
full-sized flip-up rear seat to provide room for three passengers in the back or much dry, interior
room for cargo. The aging 5. A revision of the interior was made for the models, including a
completely redesigned dash, door panels, and revised seats. Other minor trim revisions were
made, including redesigned aluminum wheels on various models. All vehicles also got new
radio options. The model was the final year for the four-cylinder engine in the Dakota, as
Chrysler ended production of the former AMC design. Most buyers ordered the V6 or V8
engines, which were considerably more powerful and, in the case of the V6, which was made
standard for , nearly as fuel-efficient with a manual transmission. Also, an automatic
transmission was not available with the four-cylinder. SIRIUS Satellite Radio was also now
available as an option, and revised radios with new wiring harnesses could accommodate this
new feature. A CD changer radio was also available, eliminating the need for a separately
mounted unit located elsewhere inside the truck. The drivers could load up to six discs into the
unit at a time, and could switch out the discs at any time, something they could not do with the
old unit. Radio Data System became standard equipment on some radios. In , the cassette deck
option was discontinued, and a CD player became standard equipment on all models. This
generation was also assembled and sold in Brazil from to The ST served as the base model of
the Dakota. It also included, and was only available with, the 3. The ST was also not offered as a
four-door Quad Cab model. The Sport served as the "step-up" Dakota model. It was available
with all engines except for the high-performance 5. The SXT , introduced for model year , served
as the "mid-range" Dakota model. The SLT was the "top-line" Dakota model from late It added
the following features to the SXT model to model years or the Sport model to model years :
power windows and door locks Sport only with keyless entry, a premium interior Sport only ,
and premium-styled alloy or chrome-clad wheels. It was available with all available engines on
the Dakota. The redesigned Dakota still shared its platform with the new Dodge Durango SUV
which is now even more similar to the Ram platform. This model is 3. This new generation
model also reverted to five-lug wheels from the prior generation's six-lug wheels due to cost
and assembly time-saving measures. A V6 and two V8 engines were available: The standard
engine is a 3. The 3. The standard-output 4. The high-output 4. Both the 3. For , that option was

deleted on the V8 models. In addition to a refresh of the styling, this generation was not offered
in a regular cab model. Only the club cab and quad cab configurations were available. The
package was available on both two- and four-wheel drive models. The facelifted third-generation
Dakota was unveiled at the Chicago Auto Show. Its new 4. The standard engine remained the 3.
Production began in August As of , the Dakota was considered a part of the Ram lineup.
However, the "Dodge" emblem still existed on the tailgate, and the truck was interchangeably
referred to as a Ram Dakota or Dodge Dakota. Its Mitsubishi Raider sibling was discontinued in
Throughout its production run, the to Dodge Dakota was available in three basic models:. The
ST served as the base Dakota model. The SLT served as the "mid-level" Dakota model. It added
the following features to the base ST model: sixteen-inch sport-styled alloy wheels, cloth
seating surfaces, and power windows and door locks with keyless entry. The SLT was available
with any engine offering on the Dakota. A Big Horn all states other than Texas , or Lonestar
Texas Only Package was also available for the SLT model, which included "value-added"
features, as was an SXT Package that added a color-keyed front grille, color-keyed front and
rear bumpers as well as sport cloth seating surfaces. The third-generation Dakota was
discontinued in , with the last unit coming off the assembly line on August 23, , ending the
truck's year run. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. See also: Shelby Dakota.
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ProMaster City. Model exclusive to Mexico. Crap trach terrridle bad miles rough driving and it is
a damn dodge. Smooth ride, very economical, great dash info, nice design, Love the old body
style. I've never had any "major" repairs done to it. I've replaced 3 iacs, two batteries and a
heater core. All of the rest just regular wear and tear stuff. Living in the snowy north east, I
know my next one will be 4 wheel drive. I just hope that Ford or Ram gets back in the mid sized
market before this one dies. This one is running great, so I think I still have some time. Pros:
Perfect size truck. Small enough so it's easy to park, but big enough to handle full sized loads.
Cons: The 's engine management system can have occasional "quirks". Most of my
maintenance revolves around those two issues and the charging system. Annoying as they are
to fix, this truck has never left me stranded and always has started up for me every day. I love a
vehicle with history, especially a good one, so this truck is very valuable to me. I love looking at
it and driving it. It's still showroom quality clean inside. Pros: Cool body style, comfortable, nice
drivabilty, room for cargo, great for towing. Cons: Hard on fuel, small back seats. Small
unassuming repairs are actually a pain at times. Other than that i wouldnt change alot about it.
Oh yeah and the access to the back seat should be easier with maybe a 3rd door or something.
Pros: Its got a ton of power and torque! Lots of storage. Huge interior to be a smaller truck.
Cons: needs a 3rd door for easier access to back seat. Its An Ok Vehicle For A Single Guy Or A
Couple That Doesnt Have Kids â€” I love the fact that it is a mid sized truck with a very powerful
and it is also very comfortable in the front seats,i hate the gas mileage,the back seats are very
uncomfortable not very reliable its almost to powerful for its own good it produces to much
power for the stock parts and it breaks overall this truck is not very reliable for gorcery
shopping but it can haul things very well and can pull a trailer pretty good. Pros: I love the fact
that it is a mid sized truck with a very powerful and it is also very comfortable in the front seats.
Cons: i hate the gas mileage,the back seats are very uncomfortable not very reliable its almost
to powerful for its own good it produces to much power for the stock parts and it breaks. Great

Truck â€” Great truck if it could keep cool while off roading. Love the bullet proof 5. The tranny
is not so hot though, I've not had any trouble but i've heard from many people that they can
barely handle the stock power from the V8 let alone a modified motor. Comfortable and
spacious inside, many accesories and perfect clarity for the sound system. Looks very nice and
is very fun to drive. Built like a work truck and can go off roading almost anywhere. I had a very
bad experience with the quality of that vehicle. I had the opportunity to purchase the Dakota at a
very reasonable price. I took it for a test drive and was very impressed. The truck had , miles on
it and drove like it was new. I should have purchased one years ago. Pros: the handling and
performance is outstanding. Cons: The bumpers are very cheap and rusted thru. Rest on gas,
great color, very dependable. Read More. Think it a good truck ,but never could get any one to
contact me with information Read More. Great price great features and accesories wil go look at
it soon Read More. The best feature is weight to Power ratio, This has plenty of power to do
anything you may ask of it, and one of the features not mentioned much is you dont feel like
your driving a Truck at all, it I think its extremely great very clean well kept beautiful Read More.
Great truck at least the V8. I have owned 6 of them. Only problem is they all rust out in the rear
quarters. I like the ability to be able to run in 2 wheel drive most of the time and have the ability
to get into 4 wheel when the snow blows. Great looking truck with the SXT strips and decal on
the side. Back seat is way to small in the club cab , might have been better if turned sideways
Read More. Have you driven a Dodge Dakota? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews
where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Bradley writes:. Is this helpful? Yes
No. Is this review helpful? Dodgelover97 says:. I love the ram style dodge dakotas i own the
base model v8 myself i have hauled horse trailers and hay bail trailers with no problem i
recommend this truck for power,style,and handling its a beast i have the extended cab edition,if
youre looking for more room i recommend the crew cab edition. Back Seats Ranked Jeep
Cherokee better. Battery Life:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Perfect size truck.
Gmarquis90 writes:. Back Seats:. Dustin writes:. Its An Ok Vehicle For A Single Guy Or A
Couple That Doesnt Have Kids â€” I love the fact that it is a mid sized truck with a very powerful
and it is also very comfortable in the front seats,i hate the gas mileage,the back seats are very
uncomfortable not very reliable its almost to powerful for its own good it produces to much
power for the stock parts and it breaks overall this truck is not very reliable for gorcery
shopping but it can haul things very well and can pull a trailer pretty good Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: I love the fact that it is a mid sized truck with a very powerful and it is
also very comfortable in the front seats. Ben writes:. Pros: Fast. Matt writes:. Pros: sick sound
system. Cons: old. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: the handling and performance is
outstanding. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 4 Dodge Dakota reviews. Read all Dodge
Dakota reviews. Read all 14 Dodge Dakota reviews. Read all 8 Dodge Dakota reviews. Read all
24 Dodge Dakota reviews. Cars compared to Dodge Dakota. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Dodge Dakota to Related Models. Select Year Cons: The 's
engine management system can have occasional "quirks" 13 of 13 people found this review
helpful. Pros: sick sound system Cons: old 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. It's big, bold
and stylish. And with its Magnum V-8 engine, Dakota stands alone as a mid-size that has the
grunt of a full-size. As such, this is the first major makeover for the Dakota since its introduction
in In its last year, Dakota held market share records of nearly 13 percent. Judging from first
driving impressions, those figures should get even better. The reason for this being that larger
tires two sizes larger were fitted and incorporated into larger wheel openings, complete with
integrated mud flaps. Because of the larger tires, Dakota's body is wider than its predecessor's
by 3. The interior deserves a design award. The instrument panel mimics the shape of Dakota's
distinctive grille and the eyebrow of the instrument panel repeats the shape of the cab and
tailgate spoiler lip. It is specially designed to block reflection from the windshield during the
daytime and prevent cluster reflection in the windshield at night. As a mid-size, Dakota boasts
the only V-8 in its market segment. The 5. Coupled to a four-speed automatic transmission, the
V-8 has a GCWR of 10, pounds, the highest hauling capacity and towing capability among
compact trucks. With its smaller size, these specs make the Dakota appear--on paper--to be the
perfect towing vehicle for small to medium-size camping trailers and slide-ins. Our test truck
was the Dakota Sport in Club Cab configuration. Dodge figures that of the , Dakotas it expects
to sell this year, 70 percent of them will be Club Cab models. No before you ask, no, a third door
is not available. But I'm sure one will be forthcoming in future models if the demand is there.
Rumor has it that the full-size Ram will be available in four-door form probably in the model
year. That aside, Dakota's cabin is spacious. The tester had the optional--and very
supportive--high- back bucket seats in lieu of the standard bench seat. With the latter, you get
an integrated center console similar to that in the full-size Ram. Access into the extended cab
portion was relatively easy with Dodge's tip-and-slide front seats. Two children can fit

comfortably in the rear while only one adult two in a tight pinch can find comfort if they're
sitting side-saddle. The ride back there is tolerable, but only for short trips. Dodge solved the
cupholder dilemma by offering three; one each for small, medium and large cups. Dual air bags
are standard as are rear anti-lock brakes. Four-wheel ABS remains an option, though. With a
neat and tidy instrument clu
2002 chevy trailblazer ignition wiring diagram
99 mustang radio wiring harness
kodiak grand cabin
ster and logically placed HVAC controls, there's one last item that caught my attention. When
the fuel needle reaches the last white hash stripe before "E," a soft tone and simultaneous fuel
pump light announces the low fuel warning. As a first model year vehicle, Dakota does have
some flaws, albeit minor ones. The 4WD floor- mounted shift lever no electronic shift is
available is difficult to readily locate while driving at night. It's be nice if it was illuminated. As
is, only a tiny light comes on when 4WD is engaged. I also found going from 4Low to 2High
requires some muscle. The shift gate is notchy and tight. While the latter offer an expansive
rearward view, I found them somewhat obtrusive when making a turn. As a completely
redesigned model, Dakota is impressive. It rides extremely well for a truck, is quiet and handles
ever so gently. Off road it smooths jolts from rocks, bumps and obstacles. But what it doesn't
do is pass very many gas stations. Search, Explore, and Discover!

